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High “TEC” Accuracy.
In a lightweight bow.
AeroTec
Limbs

Fiberglass
Carbon
Foam
Carbon
Fiberglass

The AeroTec features a
lowered rest location relative to the grip pivot point.
This feature helps cancel
out any inconsistency in
hand pressure or placement
for increased accuracy.

The new AeroTec features Hoyt’s patented
TEC design for a smooth, shock-free shooting experience. Its new, sleek design puts the
AeroTec nearly 8 ounces lighter than the
Axis riser, which allows for ideal balance and
a great feel. AeroTec also features an
adjustable limb pocket design that allows for
the traditional Hoyt détente limb system,
but dramatically reduces limb shift through a
new Hardlock détente pocket.
Available lengths:

25”

Mass weight:

2 lbs. 14 oz.

Riser style:

Deflex geometry,
micro-adjustable
pocket system,
international limb
fitting

Hoyt patented Total
Engineering Concept (TEC) is
a revolutionary bow design.
TEC engineering has produced
the stiffest risers ever and
properly displaces riser vibration during the shot to control
the after-shot shock.

The new ulra-light pocket of
the AeroTec incorporates the
popular dovetail limb
mounting system that has
been integrated with an
extremely reliable limb
adjustment system.

J.K. Yeon, 2001 FITA
World Champion, shooting
the Hoyt Axis.

Simon Fairweather, 2000
Olympic Gold Medalist, won
using his TEC designed bow.

www.hoytusa.com
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Editorial
Yeah, Baby!!
One of the things that I’ve been wanting to do ever since I became AFm’s
Editor was to start up a coaching column. I asked a great many people to take
on the job but I couldn’t convince anyone to do it. Then, Claudia and I met
Doug Engh in our Level 3 coaching class (you can see all three of us in the
photo below). If you don’t know Doug, you should! He and Olympic Coach
Lloyd Brown (Lloyd took the picture below) decided to do something about
youth archery, namely they created the National Alliance for the
Development of Archery (NADA). This organization started by contracting
with the NAA to provide all of the materials necessary to train Level 1 and 2
archery coaches. It has gone on. You can read all about it in our new coaching column, supervised by the inestimable Doug Engh! (Ta da! I’m so happy,
if I had a tail, I’d wag it!) And, if you NAA members want to know just what
the NAA has done for you lately, they were instrumental in putting the deal
together.
We decided to start with articles for beginning coaches and work our
way up, so if you want to write for this column, send your ideas to Doug,
either through us or directly at NADAemail@aol.com.
We continue with another Family Archery column in this issue and for the
technically inclined we continue Tuning for Beginners by Jennifer Fonua and
introduce Australian James Park to you to beguile you compound shooters
on how to eliminate bow torque.
We also have an article about a rather fascinating form of traditional
archery from France and our new mental skills columnist, Alison Rhodius,
introduces herself (Lisa Franseen is on hiatus). But, why should I be telling
you about it when you can go read it! Have fun!

Editorial Submissions
Please submit editorial materials to:
Archery Focus magazine
PMB 395, 664-A Freeman Lane
Grass Valley, CA 95949-9630
Fax 530.477.8384

Doug Engh

The views published within this publication are those of the contributing writers
and do not necessarily represent the opinion of Archery Focus magazine.
Pre-Press and Printing by Signature Press,
Inc. of Amherst Junction, WI.

Founding Publishers
Yoshi Komatsu
Rick McKinney
Denise Parker

This was our Level 3 coaching class last May.
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Mike Gerard

Compound Tech 200

Target Panic—
Another View
Over the years I have heard so much about the subject of target panic. I must admit that of all the
definitions I have heard, each one has been accurate with respect to the different ways it affects
individuals. One person can give an accurate
description that can be totally different from the
next person, and since perception is reality, all the
different descriptions are real. I listened to various
coaches and experts discuss their “sure fire remedies.” Some of these coaches seem to be over-simplifying the problem while others were over-complicating it. I also must admit that I dislike this subject because trying to
resolve it involves so
many different ideas or
views that it is an
almost never ending
subject. Contrast this
with the fact that most
people who admit they
have the problem of target panic are looking for an
instant cure. It showed up seemingly instantly, so
why can’t it be solved just as quickly?

The list goes on depending on how you
define things, but the strange thing is that most
people will agree that the negative element goes
away when you take the target down or close
your eyes! What this tells us is that the phenomenon is largely a visual manifestation. The triggers are generated by what we see.
For the most part, we know it is not a flaw
in the general shot routine, we are just not comfortable with the visual picture. Understanding
this point is nothing more than realizing that
some part of our view of the target is making us
uncomfortable. Maybe
it is that we drift off
center, or that we are
not positively sure of
what we are doing
with our eyes during
the aiming process.
Maybe seeing the sight
move is making us uncomfortable? Maybe we
have a flaw in our body geometry that causes the
inability to be steady? What I am driving at here
is that identifying the specific element causing
the problem is different for each person. This is
what causes the subject to be so controversial.
My goal in writing this piece is to give you my
method of working on this issue and hopefully
to give you another tool for your toolbox. From
this point forward I will detail a start to finish
approach for dealing with this annoying subject.

You need to be happy with
what you see in order to be
able to pull the trigger
on the shot.

I don’t claim to be an expert on target panic, but
wish to share with you my approach to the subject. Here are some elements that most people
agree exist—
• freezing your aim off the targets center, or a
lack of comfort with the aiming process.
• inability to execute a release aid or come
through a clicker.
• punching a release or doing some other element of your shot routine incorrectly without
the control to do the element correctly. This
element is always associated with completing
the shot.
• the inability to relax during the holding process.

1
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Element #1—Physical Form/Geometry
The first issue to address is to ensure you are
using your body and leverage to the best of your
ability. If you are sure you are past this point, the
only suggestion I have is to close your eyes and
shoot some arrows paying special attention to
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Most people with target
panic are looking for an
instant cure. It showed up
instantly, so why can’t it be
solved just as quickly?

pins. And I have worked with
some archers that have said they
have always used their particular
sight pin because it came with
the sight! Experiment to find
your preference and stick with it.
Start up close on a big aiming spot and train your eye
to be comfortable with the aiming movement that takes
place. This is the toughest and most important exercise.
It is a faith building experience. Each of us has a different level of sight picture movement. The key to consistent accuracy is being comfortable or okay with your particular sight pin movement and knowing that it is not
your enemy. Allow the movement to occur and shoot a
relaxed shot. This is the element that we must train ourselves to be comfortable with. This is the beginning of
losing the feeling of panic. This is where the “take it for
granted attitude” needs to disappear. When the faith in
your sight picture has been torn down, it takes training
to build it back to a point of comfort. Include this eye
comfort training in practice sessions until you are sure
your eye is happy.
Practice that “aiming is not the last step to the shot.”
Shooting the arrow is. Focus on the act of shooting the
arrow and finishing the shot as the conclusion. I have
talked to a number of compound/release shooters who
state that “the last thing they remember is aiming and
shooting the arrow just happens.” I recommend they
reverse this thinking into “aiming just happens and make
the last thing you remember how well you shot your
arrow!” The recommendation is the same for
fingers/clicker shooters. The clicker going off is not the
last act, nor is how you were aimed when that event
occurred. Shooting a great strong shot (from the first step
above) is the final act.

how they feel. Does your shot
feel strong, crisp and powerful,
or a bit mushy somewhere? If
you feel strong and powerful in
executing your shot, note what
you are doing right to create this
and move on to the next element. Most folks I work with
are past this point because target panic is more prevalent
in shooters that have more experience.
If you do not have a crisp, strong shot, I would look
straight to your grip and body geometry and work your
routine to have power and leverage. In other words, it is
“back to basics” time. Without the proper power and
leverage in your shot, you are not ready to move to the
next key element. Stay on this subject with blank bale
and eyes closed shooting until you feel you have good
power behind the shot. Change your body position until
you find the place where you have all the power of your
skeleton. Burn in the routine once you get it where you
want it. Feeling in control of this element is important to
the success of the next element. Take your time and get
it right. Enlist help if you need it.

2

Element #2—The Aiming Picture
This is by far the element that I see people struggle with,
and is where the problem got started to begin with! You
need to be happy with what you see in order to be able
to pull the trigger on the shot. Your aiming eye controls
this whether you wish to admit it or not. The signals
from your eye to your brain happen quickly and subconsciously. In that way we are not in control of our viewed
images. So how do you become comfortable with those
visual signals? The answer? Training and faith. Most of us
do not do enough training of our eyes and sight picture.
We take it for granted and let it take care of itself
(because we can).
So, what is aiming training? Again, it is different for
each person, but I approach the process as follows.
Identify clearly which type of aiming preference you
lean towards and stick with it. Do you like to look at the
target and have the sight in your peripheral vision or do
you prefer to focus on the sight with the target peripheral. Try both methods and decide which method provides
the highest level of comfort for you and stick with it.
Try different sight pins or aiming reticules with different size aiming dots or aperture sizes. Again you are
searching for the one that provides the highest level of
comfort for your aiming style. Try aiming with both eyes
open and with the off eye closed. Which allows you to
relax most about what you are viewing? As generalities,
people who look at the sight like a big pin or big aiming
dot for a clear picture; people who prefer to look at the
target lean towards apertures or smaller aiming dots or

3

Element #3—Relaxation
Tension and panic are two peas in a pod. We all get
aroused in tournaments. This does not happen in practice to the same degree. Because our practice sessions lack
“tournament jitters,” we do not practice shooting when
excited. It then becomes a sudden problem when the
whistle blows and clock starts. You can relax even though
your heart rate is higher than normal. Practice this and
build the faith that you can do it. Do some form of exercise to get your heart rate up in practice sessions and
practice shooting relaxed with a higher heart rate.
Building the faith that you can perform your routine
with your heart beating harder is another thing we don’t
practice enough.

4

Element #4—Distractions
Another weakness of our practice sessions is distractions.
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When you practice, distractions are generally few and far
between. This becomes a problem when you enter a
tournament and suddenly are faced with numerous distractions. Because you are not used to them and have not
practiced amongst them, you will become anxious from
not being prepared for the noises of a big tournament.
The key here is being prepared to shoot under a higher
level of distraction. Shooting in tournaments while there
is much going on around you will help you in this category. In practice, have a shooting partner shout at you
while you are shooting, have them stand too close, anything to distract you.

For those of you who
know Mike Gerard
only from the pages of
AFm, you may be surprised to know that he
walks expertly in both
worlds of archery. His
latest accomplishment
was a win at the Las Vegas WAF with a compound bow and release.
Mike continues to coach others to reach their
goals. Mike’s son Dustin is Mike’s shooting
buddy and the future will see the two of them
enjoying the great sport of archery together at all
kinds of events.

5

Element #5: Belief
Building on and training your beliefs in a positive direction is how you are able to change your reality.
Although this series of elements may seem like a round
about way to attack the target panic issue, this is my
direct method to go after it. In every case I work with, I
try to take the same path. Although this is not an
overnight or one session fix, having all of these tools in
your tool box will keep you in charge and able to control
your destiny. You either drive the bus, or it drives you!
Good shooting to you.
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James Park

We lose points primarily through errors we make.
These can be minimized by selecting the best technique possible, setting up our equipment such that
it is most tolerant of errors, and by adopting a mental approach that is most likely to allow us to shoot
each arrow identically. Nevertheless, even the best
of us still make errors and lose points.

O

One aspect of our technique that has for a long
time been of concern is the effects of bow
torque. That is, by twisting the bow’s riser as we
draw the bow, we induce a sideways scatter of
our arrows on the target. An arrow that has been
shot well enough to hit the centre of the target,
aside from the bow torque, can miss to the side
by many rings simply because the archer twisted
the bow in his hand.
Much thought has been given as to how best
to place your hand on the bow’s grip in order to
minimize bow torque. Equipment manufacturers have given careful attention to the shape of
the grip to assist this. Several innovative manu-

facturers have even created swiveling grips that
make it impossible to twist the riser, but this
generally results in a more complex and heavier
riser than is desirable.
Bow torque arises through either incorrect
hand location on the bow, or through changing
the orientation of your hand as you draw the
bow, or a combination of both. Ideally, we want
the line-of-force of the bow to pass exactly
through the contact point between your bow
hand and the bow. The generally accepted best
hand position is that used by most of the world’s
top recurve archers, and by many of the compound archers. In that hand position the weight
of the bow is taken on your thumb muscle, with
the orientation of your hand such that the joint
of the radius (one of the bones of your lower
arm) at your wrist is directly under the arrow.
The radius is the bone on the thumb side of your
forearm. It is quite easy to check that your wrist
is in this position by simply looking down when
Continued on the Next Page
Bow torque is simply twisting the riser due to poor
hand position or grasping
the bow too tightly. Twisting
the riser counterclockwise
(left photo) will cause the
arrow to hit to the left
whereas clockwise (as
viewed from above) torque
will cause right impacts (see
right photo).
Note the position of the
scope reticle relative to the
arrow shaft in all three photos (the center photo is
with no torque). Also note
that the stabiliser is not necessarily a good guide to
alignment. Whether it
points straight out from the
bow depends on the straightness of the stabiliser insert,
the stabiliser itself, etc.

a r c h e r y
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Compound Tech 300

Eliminating
Bow Torque

sideration.
H o w e v e r,
with modern compound bows
and light
arrows this
is not a
problem –
you can use
a long sight
extension.
Perhaps it is
even possible
with
modern recurve bows and
light carbon arrows, but I
have not done the test.
Several years ago I conducted the tests for my compound bow and was delighted to
find that it was possible to completely cancel out the effect of bow torque within the normal range
of my sight extension bar. A lovely feature of canceling
out the effect of bow torque in this manner is that once
you have fixed it for one distance, it is fixed for all distances. The method is as follows.

at full draw and seeing which part of your wrist is directly under the arrow. Correctly locating your bow hand in
this position will also result in your thumb pointing
directly at the target.
You can quite easily demonstrate that archers apply
differing torques to the bow by having two archers shoot
the same bow, using the same arrows. In many cases they
will not hit the target in the same place simply because
of different bow hand placements. This is also a key reason why it is unwise to have another archer tune your
bow for you – it will be tuned to his hand location rather
than to yours.
Even with your bow hand in the correct position on
the riser at full draw, it is of great importance that you do
not twist the bow as you draw it. For example, you could
have your bow hand off to one side prior to the draw,
turn your wrist as you draw the bow, and have your wrist
correctly positioned at full draw. Unfortunately, in this
case, you will have applied torque to the riser.
Consequently, it is important to start with your bow
hand in the correct position prior to drawing the bow,
and retain it in that position as you draw the bow.
Putting your bow hand in this position is one of the useful things you can do while relaxing between shots.

N

Now, while maintaining an excellent hand position in
drawing the bow and making the shot is the key step in
eliminating bow torque, can we minimize the impact of
any remaining torque, or of any torque that might creep
in during the pressures of competition? Indeed we can –
there is a very simple means of canceling it out.
Looking from above the archer, a counter-clockwise
rotation of the riser will result in the arrow going to the
left of where it would have hit had no torque been
applied (assuming that there was no arrow contact with
the rest or launcher as a result of the bow torque).
However, with the riser twisted as a result of the torque,
your bow sight aperture will now also be pushed off to
the left. With your sight to the left of its normal position
you will be aiming a little to the right of where you
would have been aiming had there been no bow torque.
That is, we have two effects—the bow torque is making
the arrows go left, and the sight extension is making you
aim to the right when you twist the riser. The two effects
are in the opposite direction, so perhaps we can make
one cancel out the other by selecting a suitable length of
sight extension.
I first considered the possibility of such a cancellation of bow torque many years ago (in the 1970s), but
with the recurve bows and aluminium arrows of that
time, I never had sufficient arrow speed to enable me to
have my sight sufficiently far out from the bow. Getting
arrow clearance at 90 metres was a more important con-

How to Adjust Your Sight
I start at a close distance, typically at our indoor range at
18 metres. With my sight
extension set right up against
the riser, I try to shoot an
arrow as well as I can, with no
torque applied to the riser. I
adjust my sight so that I am
hitting the centre of the tarWhen you move your sight in you also,
in effect, are moving it to the left
which will cause you to shoot to the
right! (This was commonly known
when people had to move their sights
in to reach longer distances.) This is
merely a form of parallax. For example, your thumb held in front of your
eye looks large; at arm’s length it looks
much smaller.
Since torquing the bow also moves
the sight aperture so as to offset that
torque, there is a sight extension where
your personal amount of bow torque
will be offset entirely. If you don’t
torque the bow on a shot, there is no
effect. If you do torque it, the sight
aperture is moved just enough to offset
the torque.

a r c h e r y
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In carrying out
these tests, you
do need to bear
several points
in mind. When
you twist the
riser you may
get the arrow or
fletches hitting
your rest or
even the riser,
and this can
completely
mask
the
effects of the
test. I have found this to be
a problem with shootthrough launchers. Also,
unless you have a reasonably
fast bow, you may find that
with the optimum sight extension
length you cannot get arrow clearance
at the longer distances, in which case you will need to use
a shooter sight extension and only partially cancel out the
torque.
I have done all my testing with my compound bow,
but I am sure the same physics applies to recurve bows. I
would be delighted to have a top recurve archer try the
tests and determine the optimum sight extension for that
equipment. Remember, though, this is not removing the
torque, but canceling out its effects.

get. I then shoot another shot with a significant amount
of torque deliberately applied to the riser. You need to be
careful in doing this to not apply too much torque as you
could otherwise have the bowstring come off the wheels
or out of the nock grooves, which would not be pleasant!
If you are right-handed, it is best to twist the riser counter-clockwise as viewed from above, as otherwise you may
have the bowstring hit your bow arm. The arrow should
hit the target well to the left because the torque will be
the dominant effect.
The next step is to move your sight extension so that
your sight is now much further out from the bow, and
repeat the test. As you get closer to the optimum sight
extension length the “torqued arrow” will come in closer
and closer to the arrow shot without torque. Indeed it is
possible to have the extension out sufficiently far that
you can over-compensate and have the torqued arrow hit
to the right of the good arrow. The optimum sight extension length is obtained when the torqued arrow hits the
target in the same place as the good arrow. For my bow
this requires the sight pin to be about 200mm in front of
the bow. Seeing this work for the first time is rather
impressive, and each time I have demonstrated it to others I have had gasps as the torqued arrow slammed into
the good arrow in the centre of the target.
Having obtained the correct sight extension length
indoors, I then tested it at 90 metres on the target range.
I found that even with considerable torque applied I was
still hitting the gold at 90 Metres. My bow is now essentially immune from bow torque.

James Park started archery in 1960 as a
ten-year-old. His high scores for FITA
target are 1385 for compound and 1324
for recurve. He has competed in three
World Field Archery Championships.
James won the Australian Target
Championships and was Australian
Overall Champion in 2000. He is State
Coach for Archery Victoria, and in 1979
one of the archers he coached (Carole Toy)
was third in the World Target Championships. He is a professional engineer,
working in telecommunications.
a r c h e r y
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Jessica Carleton

Recurve Tech 200

Competiton
or Camaraderie
During archery events the contestants have different goals. Some come to win, some to improve their
personal best score, others come to “be seen,” and
others come just to see old friends. Many come with
more than one of these goals. How do we balance
these different goals while all are competing on one
field?

Y

You must decide what goals are important to
you. At the same time, acknowledge that it is
possible to accomplish your goals and have an
enjoyable time. Many of us began this sport to
learn something new or just to have fun and in
the process we’ve made friends to last a lifetime.
Often, we have to compete directly with these
friends but this goes well, as long as everything is
kept within the spirit of good competition.
You also play a role in the goals your friends
are working on. If a friend who had always
engaged in conversations between ends is now
suddenly rushing back from the line to listen to
music, give them space. You can always hang out
with them after the event, go out to dinner, or
do something together then. I have friends that
I can always approach during shooting. Others,
I learned to ‘read’ and see what kind of mood
they’re in. You wouldn’t want a friend to interfere in your shooting, so don’t interfere in theirs.
I think friendship is one of the best benefits
of competing in this sport. My ties to people in
archery have lasted longer than most of my
friendships from school. Even with people who
no longer compete, we maintain something in
common, and continue friendships outside of
the tournament and practice fields.
It is sad to see an archer who is so caught up
in the competition, that they don’t notice all the
fun people are having or who don’t interact with

knowledgeable people who are also on the field.
If I just loved the sport of archery for the sport
of it, I’d just do it in my backyard by myself. But
I enjoy interacting with other people, the competition, the sharing of stories, the reminiscing,
and the trading of equipment hints and form
suggestions. Each tournament has it’s own story,
the bugs, the wind gusts, the snakes, the humidity, the inclement weather, the rush to shelter,
and the delays (Oh, the delays!). You often get to
know your target mates best while waiting on
the sixth equipment failure in a row. Sharing
such experiences with friends also makes archery
an enjoyable distraction.

H
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Have you ever observed the Master’s line at
Nationals? These people are out to have a great
time. Some have been doing this for many years.
Some have just found the sport. But they are
there, talking and enjoying one another’s company. And don’t think that they don’t want to
beat each other’s pants off, there is a great deal of
competition that goes on (sometimes with a history). But, they’ve learned that friendship can be
maintained within a fierce competitive spirit.
In this day of Olympic elimination competition formats, we shoot a quick round and move
on to the next bracket or maybe the next tournament. Having the opportunity to compete in
full FITA rounds gives us the time to create and
maintain friendships. After shooting 144 arrows
with another person, it’s much easier to shoot
twelve against them. Maybe you will win, maybe
your friend will, but there is always another
event, another competition, where you can solve
the world’s problems or maybe just make your
jaw sore with all the talking.
Once you create a solid friendship, you

f o c u s

Superior Limbs
This is Janet Dykman and me at the
World trials. It’s great to have such a
good friend to rely on and support.
This Gold Medal winning
limb’s revolutionary design
gives you a smoother draw
and increased speed. Its
foam core and advanced tip
design stores more energy,
and solid carbon and foam
laminates promote high heat
resistance and durability.

glass
carbon
foam
carbon
glass

From left to right—Lori Cieslinski, Janet
Dykman, me, and Dawn Chudy in New York
on a boat tour. The four of us shared a normal sized room during the World Trials and
managed to compete and remain friends
while living in close quarters for five days.

always have people to rely upon at
an event. You can run to one when
your string breaks and another
when your bow arm seems to collapse with every shot. Even when
directly competing with each other, we’re there as a support system.
I’ve shot against friends and had them tell me “just shoot a strong one”
or “five seconds” if I was close on the clock. You want your friends
shooting as well as they can, just like you want to shoot as well as you
can. Learn to find people you can trust, then rely upon them at times,
and encourage them to come to you for help. This creates better
sportsmanship in our sport and makes being on the field a lot more
fun.

T

To all my friends, past and future, in the archery community—shoot
straight and see you on the tournament field.

Jessica Carleton (You may know
her as Jessica Carlson. She got married last year.) at just 24 years old
has been Collegiate National
champion, won a silver medal at
the 1994 World Junior Championships, plus was the 1999 US
Indoor Champion (Senior) setting
a national record, was the alternate on the 2000 US Women’s
Olympic team (as she was in 1996), and also has the time to serve as
an active athlete’s representative on the NAA Board of Governors. She
is currently a member of USAT and she also . . . somehow . . . finds
time to write for us.

The new Vector limb features a unique lamination
design that gives it
unmatched strength and
performance. Its foam core
is resistant to heat for
consistency in every s t.

glass
carbon
foam
carbon
foam
glass
ho

This affordable limb gives
any archer the additional
performance needed for
unparalleled weather resistance. Kinetic’s design offers
a carbon core for a fast and
comfortable shot.

The new Edge limb is the
best, most affordable wood
core limb available. Its
multi-laminate, solid maple
core is coated with high
strength fiber-glass for durability, weather resistance and
extreme value.

glass
carbon
wood
carbon/glass
wood
glass

glass
wood
wood
glass

www.hoytusa.com
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Annette M. Musta

Theraband Exercises
A Theraband and a pair of athletic shoes can
provide you with a complete cardiorespiratory
and strength training workout.

Archery Fitness

A Theraband® (hereafter “theraband”) can be
used for a lot more than as a shot warm-up device.
The humble theraband can be used for a complete
body strength conditioning program. The theraband is ideal for archers. A single band can provide
a wide variety of resistance. The shorter the length
of theraband being worked, the greater the resistance. In addition, the theraband is compact and
easily transportable.
How Muscles Work
The body has three types of muscle tissue.
Cardiac muscle is highly specialized tissue that
forms the heart. Smooth muscles are those
around the walls of the arteries and the intestines. All other muscle tissue is skeletal muscle.
Skeletal muscles are attached to the bones. The
skeletal muscle’s prime function is movement of
the skeleton.
Skeletal muscles are composed of bundles of
muscle fibers. There are two types of muscle
fibers: fast twitch and slow twitch. Fast twitch
muscle fibers generally provide sudden bursts of
movement. Archery is an endurance sport. The
archer must be able to continually repeat the
same motion hundreds of times over many
hours. This type of action is the responsibility of
the slow twitch muscle fibers. Slow twitch fibers
have a large quantity of mitochondria.
Mitochondria are the “power plants” of the cells
in the body. They actually produce the energy
necessary for the continual motion of the muscles during repetitive archery draws.
Every individual has a genetically predetermined number of slow and fast twitch muscle
fibers. Most individuals have an approximately
equal number of these fibers with every muscle
having some of each type. In addition, muscle
fibers are highly responsive to training. Training

will affect the muscle from the cellular level to
the tissue level to the entire muscle. While training will not convert one type of muscle fiber into
the other, it will allow the fibers to adapt to the
demands placed on them.
Muscles move the joints through activation.
There are three types of muscle contraction: concentric, eccentric, and isometric. Concentric
contraction shortens the muscle and usually produces joint movement. An example of this is the
upward motion of the biceps muscle during a
biceps curl. Eccentric contraction lengthens the
muscle and controls the motion. The downward
motion of the biceps muscle during a biceps curl
is a good example of eccentric action. Isometric
contraction is a contraction of individual muscle
fibers. The fibers contract without movement of
the entire muscle. The theraband provides tension on both the concentric and eccentric
motion.

A
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A theraband workout is the strength training
component of the balanced training program. It
can be used as a freestanding program or it can
be incorporated into your standard weight training program. A theraband exercises the muscles
in a way different from traditional weights. The
theraband provides continual resistance to the
muscle. The resistance is constant on both the
concentric and eccentric actions of the muscle.
A theraband has an additional benefit of
being very portable. A theraband and a pair of
athletic shoes can provide you with a complete
cardiorespiratory and strength training workout.

A Theraband Program for Archers
Therabands come in a variety of sizes allowing
for a large range of resistance. The thinner the
theraband, the lighter the resistance potential.

f o c u s

Theraband Exercises
Single Arm Row (Photo 1)
Muscles Worked upper back, arm, shoulder
Anchor the band under your left foot. Grasp the band
with your right hand. Lean forward resting your left arm
on your left knee for support. Bend your working arm at
the elbow. Keeping your elbow close to your body, pull
on the theraband, lifting your elbow toward the ceiling.
Repeat on other side.

Photo 1

The thicker the theraband, the greater the resistance
potential. (They are color coded.) It may be beneficial to
have two therabands. One heavier band for working the
larger muscle groups and one thinner band for working
the smaller muscles like the rotator cuff. Adults will need
a theraband that is at least six feet long for some of the
exercises.
There are safety concerns when working with a theraband. Prior to every use, inspect the band for tears. Do
not use a band if there are tears or cracks in it. The tear
can quickly expand and the band can break causing
injury. Always securely anchor the theraband. In many of
the exercises, the theraband is anchored under your foot.
Remember to keep pressure on this anchor point. When
grasping the theraband for the exercises, make sure you
have a good hold on the band. Wrapping the end of the
band around the hand will ensure a good hold. Finally,
remember to adjust the tension on the band. You should
be able to do 10-12 repetitions of each exercise without
breaking form. If you can not complete this number of
reps, lengthen the amount of band you are using to lower
its resistance.
The following program is a basic strength training
program. It works the major muscle groups of the body.
More specific exercises will be covered in future articles.
Perform 10-12 repetitions of each exercise per set.
Perform 1-3 sets of each exercise per session. Archers
should do a minimum of 3-4 strength training sessions a
week.

Photo 2

Bent Over Row (Photo 2)
Muscles Worked upper back, arm, shoulder
Anchor the band under your feet. Grasp the band with
your hands and bend forward slightly at the waist. Bend
your arms at the elbows. Keeping your elbows close to
your body, pull on the theraband, lifting your elbows
toward the ceiling.
Biceps Curl (No Photo)
Muscles Worked upper arm
Anchor the band under your feet. Grasp the band ends
in both hands. Hold in your abdominal muscles. Start
with your arms down by your sides, palms facing forward. Slowly bend at the elbows pulling the band. Lower
slowly to starting position.

a r c h e r y
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Military Press (Photo 5)
Muscles Worked shoulders, upper
back
Anchor the band by sitting on it.
Grasp the ends in your hands.
Start at with hands at shoulder
level. Press hands up toward the
ceiling. Return to starting position.

Photo 4
Photo 3

Photo 5

Upright Row (Photo 6)
Muscles Worked shoulders, upper
back, chest, arms
Anchor the band under both feet.
Cross the band in front of you
grasping the ends in both hands.
Start with hands by waist. Slowly
pull your hands up to your collarbone. Return to starting position.

Triceps Kickback (Photo 3)
Muscles Worked upper arm
Anchor the band by firmly holding it with your left hand
at your right hip. Grasp with your right hand. Keeping
your anchor in place, slowly straighten your right arm
until it is pointing behind you. Return to starting position. Repeat on the other side.

Side Delt/Front Delt (Photo 7)
Muscles Worked shoulders
Anchor the band under feet. Grasp the ends of the
bands. Start with your arms at your side. Raise arms out
to side to just below shoulder level. Do not bend at
elbows. Return to starting position. Next raise arms
straight out in front. Once again do not bend at the
elbows. Return to starting position.

Pec Flyes (Photo 4)
Muscles Worked chest
Loop the band behind your back. Grasp ends firmly with
both hands. Push forward until hands meet in front of
your body. Return to starting position.

Squat (Photo 8)
Muscles Worked legs
Anchor the band under feet. Grasp ends of band with
both hands and anchor at shoulder level. Feet must be
hip width apart. Slowly bend into a squat position keepContinued on the Next Page

Rick McKinney’s Book

“The Simple Art of Winning“
Rick McKinney has won numerous competitions during his 30+
year career, including the ‘77, ‘83, and ‘85 World Championships.
He has put the essence of archery in this book with many photos
and illustrations. If you are frustrated, tired of chasing perfect
shooting form, or cannot break your old high score, you need to
read this book! US $24.95
The $24.95 fee includes postage within the United States. All international orders must
include an extra $5.00 shipping fee.

Archery Focus magazine
PMB 395, 664-A Freeman Lane, Grass Valley, CA 95949-9630, phone 800.671.1140 fax 530.477.8384
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Photo 8

Photo 6

Photo 7

This exercise requires balance. Practice without a theraband first to perfect the motion. Repeat on other side.
Remember to use controlled, slow motions when
working with the theraband. Breathe deeply during each
movement. As you build strength, move up to therabands with greater resistance. Many other exercises can
be adapted to the theraband. Look for more theraband
exercises in future articles.
Therabands are readily available on the Internet, just
do a search for “Theraband.” Here’s a guide to the different resistances available.
Theraband
Force to Stretch a
Color
Rating
12˝ Band to 24˝
yellow
thin
2.5 lb
red
medium
4.5 lb
green
heavy
5.0 lb
blue
extra heavy
7.5 lb
black
special heavy
9.0 lb
silver
super heavy
15.0 lb

ing the chest forward. Do not bend beyond 90 degrees at
the knees. Slowly return to starting position.
Lunge(Photo 9
Muscles Worked legs
Anchor the band under right foot. Grasp ends of band
with both hands and anchor at shoulder level. Step back
with left foot. Slowly bend into the lunge position keeping front knee at a less than 90 degree angle. Slowly
return to standing position without moving your feet.
Photo 9

Annette Musta is a certified personal
trainer who owns and operates her own
business, ARH Sports and Fitness in
Pennsylvania. She has been shooting for
25 years, but not seriously (she says)
until the last six years. She has been a
professional ballet dancer (which is why
she is known around the ARCO
Training Center as “the dancer”) and is
currently a licensed pilot. She is the founder and Executive
Director of the Pass the Torch Foundation, which matches school
age children with athletes training for international competition.
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Jennifer Fonua

Recurve Tech 100

Tuning for
Beginners Part 2
In my last article we looked at basic bow setup,
starting positions for things such as the nocking
point indicator, the string, the arrow rest, and configuring the arrow rest. We also went over setting up
the cushion plunger. In this article we will go a little further by going over the other details of your
equipment set-up prior to tuning.
Arrows
Before beginning any tuning procedure we have
to assume that you have arrows correctly matched
to your bow setup. Arrows that are way too stiff
or way too weak cannot be tuned, they only can
be replaced. Also, take the time to number your
arrows, either with a marker or sticker/decal. This
will help you to keep track of straying arrows and
arrow placement. It is a good idea when tuning to
log all arrows shot, good and bad, bare and
fletched shafts. This is a good way to locate any
problems with specific arrows. This can be done
as easily as drawing a rough target in your log
book (You do keep a training log, don’t you?) and
marking the points where your arrows hit the target (see Figure 1). Realize that in all your tuning
procedures you will have stray or poorly shot
arrows and you don’t want to make tuning
adjustments based on poorly shot arrows! By
plotting the arrows, you can tell the difference
Archery Log Book
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between poor shots and a problem with a specific arrow. If an arrow is consistently not grouping,
it may be defective. Before disregarding such an
arrow, check these few things. Initially check to
see if the shaft is bent or if you have a cracked or
crooked nock. It might also be a nock position,
meaning that the nock is not rotated properly relative to the fletches. Also check for loose points,
or inserts. If it is a bad arrow, do not shoot this
arrow in competition or use it for tuning.
Let’s go over the components of arrows. First
let’s look at the type of nock you have chosen.
There are many choices of nocks out on the market, and you will find that your choice has a lot
to do with personal preference. What you must
know about your nock is how it fits on your
string. Nock tension is very important, especially
for beginning or young archers shooting less than
30 lbs of draw. Too tight or too loose nocks will
cause poorly grouping arrows. To check your
nock tension, nock an arrow on the string, as you
would do if shooting. Then rotate your riser to
have your arrow pointing towards the ground. (If
you have a long stabilizer, you can stand the bow
on it.) The tension from the nock should be tight
enough that the arrow can support its own
weight when hanging vertically. To check if the
nock is too tight, give the string a sharp tap a few
inches from the nock (see photo above). The nock
should separate from the string. If the arrow did
not drop off of the string,
either your string is too thick
or the nock is too small. If the
nock is too tight, try different
nocks, or try a narrower string
(fewer strands in it). If the
nocks are too loose, you can tie
on several wraps of dental
floss/tape around the string.
Tying floss on a too
just below the nocking point small string can make
indicator. Trial and error will nock fit better.

Fig. 1. Logging your arrows as you tune or practice can help
solve a great many problems.
a r c h e r y
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To test nock fit, rap the string next to the
arrow and it should dislodge the arrow.

two unfletched
or bare shaft
arrows, aiming at the
same point as
the fletched
+
shafts. If
the
bare
s h a f t s
impact above
the fletched
shafts, then the
nocking point is
too low and you need
to move it up. To do this,
3. When your bare shafts impact
slightly loosen the clamp- Fig.
to the left or the “stiff side” either your
on nocking point indica- cushion plunger’s spring tension is too
tor and twist it upward a high or the arrow is too stiff.
little at a time. (One whole turn can be a lot!) Repeat this
process until the bare shafts are grouping with the
fletched shafts. If the bare shafts are hitting below the
fletched shafts, then he nocking point is too high and
you need to move down on the string (slightly!). Repeat
the process until the fletched arrows are grouping with
the bare shafts. (see Figure 2)
Fishtailing refers to Fig. 4. When your bare shafts impact
how the arrow leaves the to the right or the “weak side” either
bow with the nock mov- your cushion plunger’s spring tension
ing from side to side (as is too low or the arrow is too weak.
in how a fish’s tail
moves). To correct
this we will again
use the bare
shaft method as
we did in porpoising. For a
right handed
+
a r c h e r
(reverse everything if you
are left-handed), if the bare
shafts impact to
the left of the
fletched shafts (see Figure
3) or the “stiff side,” either
your cushion plunger’s spring tension is too high or the
arrow is too stiff. You can either decrease the spring tension on the cushion plunger or, to match the arrow‘s
stiffness to the bow better, increase the bow weight
slightly or add arrow point weight. Any of these will correct for a slightly stiff arrow. If the bare shaft arrow has
impacted to the right or “the weak side” (see Figure 4) of
the fletched shafts, then you could try increasing the

tell you how many wraps are
best (see photo).
Good vane or fletching
clearance is essential for proper
tuning. The type of fletching
that you use will vary, based on
Powdering your arrows can whether you are shooting
help detect clearance problems. indoors our outdoors and also
by personal preference. The key point to remember in
this step is to make sure that the fletching does not touch
the arrow rest or plunger as the arrow flies by the riser. A
common way to test this is to use spray on powder, or a
similar substance, and apply it to the back quarter of the
arrow shaft including the fletching. Carefully load the
arrow so that the powder is undisturbed. Shoot the arrow
into a firm target so that the fletching does not penetrate.
Shoot a few arrows like this, all powdered, into different
areas of the target so that the arrows do not rub on one
another when they hit. Then look to see if there is any
area where the powder has been scraped off. If you see
any powder that had been smeared, that part of the arrow
hit the riser or rest. If this happens, rotate the nock (just
a little) and shoot again. Keep doing this until there are
no marks on the arrow. Arrow clearance in vitally important because without it you will never get the grouping
consistency and accuracy that you want.
Arrow Flight—
Porpoising, Fishtailing, and Minnowing
You can tell a lot from how your arrows behave in flight.
Have someone else observe your arrows in flight (usually
by standing behind you), though, trying to see them
yourself leads to form breakdowns.
Archers use some unusual terms to describe the
motion of arrows in flight. Porpoising describes arrows
that oscillate up and
Fig. 2. Bare shafts that are too high or
too low relative to the group of down significantly as
fletched shafts indicate adjustments in they fly. This usually
nocking point are necessary.
relates to how the nocking point indicator is located. It is either too high
or too low. To check
whether
your
nocking point
indicator
is
correctly positioned we will
+
use the bare
shaft method.
First
shoot
three fletched
arrows at a target about 15 to
20 yards/ meters
distant. Then shoot

Continued on Page 43
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Jim Gill

Special Feature

Summer
Gold

From camp ...

me that he would send me to a class that would
certify me as a camp archery instructor. Fortune
shined upon me in that 48-year archery veteran
Art Hall ran the class. Art put me through my
paces in one of the most comprehensive archery
courses I’ve ever been through and I was hooked!
I still work for the same camp however many
things have changed. I now hold a NAA Level 3
certificate and there are four fulltime archery staff
(Levels 2 & 3) in my department. I have a JOAD
program that runs for only eight weeks with
enrollment that has gone from 12 to over 130
kids. My program attracts top national archers and
USAT members who come on board as full-time
staff or to provide clinics. At the 2001 JOAD
I don’t have any answers to our lack of media Nationals we were the only camp represented. On
promotion/production other than we need more average eight kids per summer outfit themselves
of it. I do have a solution to the problem of with a complete setup intending to train and comhooking kids on archery and promoting our pete outside of camp. I’m having a storage shed
sport as a life-long venture or as a means to earn built this year to hold all the bow cases brought by
a trip to the Olympic games—summer camps. campers. Keep in mind this is an eight week sumYes, I said summer camps. The ones with the mer program. In August I send these kids back to
fiberglass bows and the wooden arrows that Hometown, USA to seek out their nearest JOAD
depict an s-turn highway. Summer camps could club.
To give a bit of insight into the numbers of
potentially train and help retain thousands of
kids that could potentially be hooked on archery at
young archers every year.
summer camps, I’ve
I received my
gathered the folstart in target . . . to competition and champions.
lowing statistics
archery nine years
from the American
ago when I was
C a m p - i n g
hired by a summer
Association (ACA)
camp in Southern
and the National
Maine to run their
C a m p i n g
archery program.
Association (NCA).
My experience was
The ACA reports
very limited and I
that this year an
had serious doubts
estimated ten milabout being an
lion kids will attend
effective instructor.
Nevertheless the Camp Fernwood Archery Team at the JOAD Nationals 2001 in Carver, one of the twelve
thousand summer
director assured Massachusetts.
As I surf the Internet visiting my favorite archery
web sites and forums a reoccurring theme has
become more and more prevalent. That theme is the
recruitment and retention of young archers. In our
nation this has certainly been declining. It’s hard for
us to compete with the likes of the X Games or the
various extreme sports and the high profile sports.
Archery just doesn’t have the sort of tempo a skydiving snowboarder possesses. Perhaps we could do a bit
of work here? Picture this—the USAT team skydiving, nailing Xs and 10s 12 miles away while drinking a name-brand soda. A bit extreme? Yes, I believe
so, however this is what’s “cool.” How do we compete
with such imagery?

I
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the ACA needs to work in partnership with the National
Archery Association (NAA) to provide minimum guidelines for range, equipment, safety and certification requirements. Furthermore, all NAA Level 3 thru 5 Coaches,
archery equipment manufacturers, and organizations
(NAA, NFAA, ASA, IBO, NADA, etc.) need to become
involved with these summer programs and change this
sub-standard development. Whether you are a college student, doctor, or a recreational or even Olympic archer
these summer camps need you and so does the future of
our sport. Have a family with
children? Not a problem.
Most camps will waive tuition
for your children while you
are employed with them. In
need of certification or have a
lapse in your certification?
Most camps will pay a portion
or all costs related to acquiring
certification. These camps will often provide you with a
travel allowance from home to camp and back and to and
from state and national tournaments. Also they will often
pay your registration fees particularly if you bring kids
from camp to participate. Camps will usually work with
you by being flexible to your commitment to archery
because they want your expertise and reputation. Again I
would like to emphasize these camps are interested in the
quality of a program, not cost. As a rule, as long as you can
justify the need, they are willing to pay. I’m sure there are
many present and former USAT members who wish they
had been able to go to a camp as a youth and receive professional instruction for an entire summer.
So once you have decided to commit to one of these
summer camps here are a few pointers to help get your
program up and running successfully—
• Make the camp administration aware of minimum safety standards, equipment needs, and range layouts.
• Sort through existing equipment and discard all unsafe
and unusable gear.
• Always insist on quality equipment rather than quantity—it’s easier to justify your need for more equipment
because of the success of your program than trying to
explain why so many are unsuccessful.
• Always make administration aware of any situation
where a child cannot advance further because of lack of
proper equipment (e.g. lighter arrows, heavier limbs,
range limits, etc.).
• Set your program up as a JOAD club and award the
appropriate certificates/patches. This also helps maintain consistency between your summer program and the
camper’s hometown JOAD.
• Make an incentive chart for all campers to track their
progress and show results to parents (see photo).
• When starting archers off, use the ACA’s archery pro-

camps in the U.S. The majority of these camps host an
archery program. Of the twelve thousand camps about
2,500 are accredited by the ACA. Since 1992, summer
camp enrollments rose 8 to 10 percent every year. On the
National Camping Association’s web site tuition rates were
reported ranging from $650 to $6500. Specialty camps can
range from $500 to $1000 per week depending on the program. (All values are in US$.)
The facilities and programs at these camps are usually
of the highest caliber and often provide some of the bestspecialized training a young
person can receive in a short
period of time. My thought
is, “If three thousand summer
camps (25% of the nations
total) can each get eight kids
hooked on archery every
summer (the same that I average every year), we would be
adding 24 thousand new archers per year to our sport.”
The possibilities are limitless, but only if we take the initiative to act.
In preparing to write this article I did some research
by speaking with a number of directors at various camps.
The common theme was that quality rather than cost were
deciding factors when purchasing equipment for their programs. I believe this to be true with the exception of purchases made for their archery departments. Go online to
any image search engine (e.g. Google Images) and conduct
a search for “camp archery pictures.” What you will find
are many photos of kids shooting with “Mart” specials,
improper technique/form, unsafe conditions, and often
being instructed by … I hate to say it . . . “a coach.” Photos
on residential summer camps’ web sites, often captioned
with statements like, “Campers learn proper stance and
technique,” often show campers with unsound and unsafe
form—bows draw behind the ear, bow arm elbows at the
waist at full draw, lack of armguards and other safety precautions, and worse.
I have visited some of these camps and will attest that
the facilities, grounds, and instruction the kids receive during the summer are exemplary . . . except for the archery
programs. I’m not pointing fault at the camps since the
majority are just not aware of acceptable minimum standards of equipment and instruction. This sort of exposure
is not helping attract young archers to the sport. On the
contrary, it is deterring young archers due to kids having
limited (and often unpleasant) experiences. This is happening on a large-scale basis and it is my hope to turn
things around. This where I feel we in the archery
field/business can make a difference.
I believe the level of interest for any program, whether
at a summer camp or year round, is related to the quality
of the program and quality of instruction. As part of the
American Camping Association’s accreditation program

I do have a solution to the
problem of hooking kids on
archery and promoting our
sport as a life-long venture —
summer camps.

I
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Continued from Previous Page

• Be a model for other camps to follow. Invite them often to your facility for training and tournaments.
• Promote good sportsmanship and
archery etiquette
• Always announce to the whole
camp the personal best scores and
major achievements of all your
archers—make it a big deal!
For the first few years you may
have to encourage kids to come down
to the range and give archery a try. At
first your program may not be popular or “cool” with the majority of the
campers. It’s up to you to change this
stereotype and show them just how
rewarding archery really is. You may
have to literally go around camp and seek out kids and sell
your program. With good instruction, quality equipment
and a bit of perseverance your program will eventually sell
itself.
I’m presenting summer camp archery as an option to
an obvious need . . . to be sure there are other methods that
will work and are currently working. For example, the
Texas State Archery Association has had incredible success
promoting archery through their 4H programs and they
definitely deserve recognition for such an achievement.
Good job and keep it up guys! If we all work together we
can make the sport we love one of the most popular in the
nation. No matter how we go about this, at the forefront
of our thoughts, lets keep the motto Art Hall instilled in
me nine years ago, “It’s for the kids.”
See you all at JOAD Nationals with my Summer
Gold!

gram distances (converted to meters to simplifies range
setup) and required scores. Since you are coaching at the
NAA level, new and young archers will enjoy many
immediate successes and the certain opportunity to
“pass” into JOAD.
• Bring as many high profile archers (National
Champions, Olympians, Jr. USAT & USAT team members) to camp as you can schedule in a summer. This
takes a lot of work and coordination before camp starts
however the kids and your program will benefit greatly.
• Be prepared for parents visiting weekend by having
equipment priced out in “package deals” by your local
supplier. This includes everything from bow case, risers,
limbs, arrows and all the bells and whistles. Again insist
on quality! Parents want what if best for their children!
Don’t sell yourself or the kid getting the bow short by
assuming they want to buy cheap! (Most camps are not
in the “archery business,” so be sure to refer parents to
a local pro shop.)
• Point out the potential of
a young archer since
most parents won’t know
much about archery.
Have literature on hand
that parents can browse.
(The NAA and TSAA
web sites are great
resources.)
• Also, for parents, have a
list of JOAD clubs for
every state in the nation
(This can also be
obtained from the NAA Camp Fernwood’s Incentive Chart. Note the break in the middle of the
web site).
board between the ACA’s program and the JOAD program.

I
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Jim Gill is a NAA Level 3
Coach who is in charge of
the archery program at
Camp Fernwood for Girls in
Southern Maine.

Alison Rhodius

May I Introduce . . .
A few months ago I subscribed to Archery Focus as an
interested reader and to find out what other people were
writing on the subject of the mental approach to archery. I
was impressed by Lisa Franseen’s articles and commend her
on a great job. Now, having been asked to contribute to this
magazine, I thought it would be appropriate for introductions. For this first article I am going to introduce myself, my
philosophical perspective for Sport Psychology in archery and
briefly describe how a Sport Psychology Consultant may
work with an archer.
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Mental Skills

F

From the way I spell you’ll probably be able to tell I’ve
got a British accent! I also have a British sense of humour
. . . . I like to give you readers a “heads-up” on that aspect,
so although my messages are serious in terms of trying to
help archers achieve their goals, I am a firm believer in
getting there with smile.
So let me tell you a little about myself: After studying psychology at Stirling University in Scotland, I
moved to the city of the greatest football team in the
world (Liverpool F.C.) and studied Sport Science at
Masters Level followed by a Ph.D. in the field of Sport
Psychology. During this time I was introduced to archery
at the highest level (the first archers I ever met were on
the British squad) and haven’t looked back. I gained
accreditation as a Sport Psychologist for support work
through the British Association of Sport and Exercise
Sciences (BASES) and this led to being placed on the
British Olympic Association Register of Sport
Psychologists. I am now on the FITA approved list of
experts for Sport Psychology. I have worked with a wide
variety of athletes from many different sports and levels
of expertise (beginners to Olympians), but archery has
remained my main focus throughout.
I now live in San Francisco and moving to a new
country was certainly a challenge. Mark Twain was right
when he said that Britain and America are two countries
separated by a common language, but it has been, and
continues to be, a great experience. However, one thing
remains very much the same, despite the idiosyncrasies

of semantics; the mental side of archery is the same no
matter what language you speak.
Sport Psychology is also known in the field as
Mental Training and some athletes like to think of us as
“Mental Trainers” or “Mental Training Coaches.” Sport
Psychology can be described as “The study of the psychology of athletes and coaches in sport,” “Using psychological theory to help explain athlete’s behaviours,” or
“Using mental training techniques to help with the
enhancement of athletes’ performance.” My own
approach can be described as educational, therefore I
don’t work on the assumption that someone has “a problem” when I work with archers. As my training is in
Sport Psychology and not in the clinical field, I use the
title “Sport Psychology Consultant” here in the U.S.
My professional focus is predominantly on issues
surrounding the performance of the archers and their
support team (coaches, parents) in training and competitions. A key component of Sport Psychology to me is
about teaching archers how to control how they think,
feel and perform. One of the first elements when working with archers is to identify the factors that they can
control when they train and perform in competition.
Once this awareness has been developed we can then
work on how to control the factors the archer has control over, and how to cope with the factors that the archer
has no control over. I have successfully used this
approach to help archers increase their self-confidence,
direct their motivation towards more productive
approaches, and help greatly to improve their mental
toughness.
My goal when working with archers is to help
develop “constructive” (rather than “destructive”) thinking and behaviours. What I mean by this is not only
avoiding the use of negative self-talk by thinking positively, but also to take this one step further and to have a
realistic perspective on the archer’s current achievements,
progress, and goals. The goal is to develop a way of thinking and behaving that really produces something positive

Jock Elliot

Family Archery

What the
Coach Said!
One of the great things about being a full-time
writer is that you get to talk to a lot of terrific
people. One of them is Rob DiStefano, who runs
the Stickbow Target Archery Forum on the
Internet. I was getting all knotted up about
which bow I should buy next when he offered
some fatherly advice, “I think maybe first you
should have an archery coach look at your form.”
“My form?”
“Yeah, have him take a look at how you shoot
so you don’t develop bad habits that you’ll have
unlearn later.”

T

This made sense. Thirty years ago, when I
learned bluegrass banjo, my self teaching resulted
in a bunch of Evil Habits that had to be painfully exorcised. After some adventures, I managed to
chase down Don Howard, an archery coach
whose credentials include training a couple of
national champions and a wall full of trophies.
One sunny afternoon found me at his
archery center in a big blue converted dairy barn
in East Berne, NY, on a mission to learn how to
shoot my Mathews Genesis better. “The first
thing we want to do,” Howard said, “is fix your
feet. Since you’re shooting
instinctively, we want your
rear foot (in my case, the
left) parallel to the face of
the target. Think of your
foot as the short side of a
big T-square. The long side points straight at the
center of the target.” He also explained that
stances vary based on how people are built and
their style of shooting.
“Now put your right foot wherever feels
comfortable,” he says. I plant it almost on the

long side of that imaginary T-square. “Good.
Notice that the toe of your right foot is on a line
with the big joint of your left big toe. That way,
you can assume the same stance repeatedly. Now,
let’s see what we can do about your grip.”
He shows me that gripping the bow hard is
Bad News because there is always a tendency to
torque the grip. As soon as you let go of the bowstring, the bow will twist, screwing up the flight
of the arrow. Instead, he advises, lightly draw the
bowstring and pull the bow into the hand with
open fingers. The handle will naturally center
itself against the lifeline and will stay there as long
as there is tension on the bowstring. To prevent
the bow from falling when I loose the shot, I can
curl my bowhand fingers until they lightly touch
the front of the bow.
I try a few shots this way. It feels a bit odd,
but produces a neat group . . . a foot to the right
of where I normally shoot. Great, I think, I’m
gripping better but shooting worse. But Don
Howard isn’t done with me yet.
“Let’s have a look at your release hand,” he
says. I shoot a few arrows. “Okay, you’ve got a
good anchor at the corner of your mouth, but
why don’t you try two fingers under the arrow
instead of three?” I give it a
try, and it feels comfortable. Further, he tells me
to begin with a “deep
hook” on the drawing fingers and relax them as I
pull the string back. This tends to rotate the bowstring slightly, forcing the arrow into the bow
instead of fighting it trying to swing off the arrow
rest.
“Now here’s what I want you to do,”

“The first thing we want
to do,” Howard said,
“is fix your feet.”
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The pre-aim—everything is set, or not.

The anchor—steady with draw hand in tight.

The loose—and the arrow’s in the target

The grip—loose with the fingers curled.

year-old son, he takes to it like a duck to water. Since he
shoots right-handed and I shoot left-handed, we set up
in the yard so that we can face each other as we shoot.
As I watch my son shoot, he looks very poised, very
professional, much like the pictures of Olympic archers
I’ve seen. I wonder if some day my son will want to participate in formal competition. No matter; what’s important today is that he is clearly enjoying himself. Me too!
All this new-found shooting competence is not
without its price. On our first round, my son fires a shaft
nearly deadcenter into the
target. “Nice
shot,” I say.
My next shot
then cuts his
arrow in half! I
don’t
know
whether to be
sad or glad.
“It’s
okay,
Dad,” my son
says, laying a
comforting
hand on my
arm. “It’s just
an arrow, and
I’m
having
fun!”

Howard says, “The next time you come to full draw, I
want you to lift your drawing arm elbow and tension
your back so the elbow pulls back.” I try it three times.
As the elbow lifts and the back tightens, the bowstring
just slips out of my fingers. The arrows are grouping, but
this time in the center of the target. “You are centered left
to right now because you are staying behind the bow,” he
says.
Next, Howard gives me a shot sequence to go
through. Set your feet. Nock an arrow and tension the
bowstring lightly. Lean your body slightly sideways at the
waist toward the target. Pre-aim the bow at the target.
Make sure the bow handle is seated properly in the bow
hand, fingers lightly curled around the front of the bow.
Make sure the bow arm is not locked and the elbow
rotated outward. Smoothly begin the draw, straightening
the body so that it is fully vertical at full draw with about
60% of the weight on the front foot. Settle into the
anchor point. Raise the drawing elbow, tension the back,
and watch an arrow appear in the target.
It sounds complicated to run through the entire shot
sequence for each arrow, but it works well. So well, in
fact, that I seem to be shooting with greater consistency
than ever before. Further, when I explain it to my eightJock Elliott and his son took up the bow and arrow because “it
is high fun, low noise, and the ammunition
is reusable.” They soon fell in love with the
twang of the bowstring and the beauty of the
arrow in flight. Elliott, based in Troy, NY, is
a fulltime freelance writer, competes in air
gun matches, and writes about air guns and
two-way radio for various publications as
well as high technology for industrial clients.
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Archery Focus Back Issues
Back Issues of Archery Focus magazine are US$. each, which includes shipping and handling in the U.S. Call for international shipping
prices. Call ... or fax ... or write PMB , -A Freeman Lane, Grass Valley, CA . Supplies are limited.

 Volume , No. ,,
There were only five issues
in AFm’s first year, starting
with the March/April issue.

SOLD
OUT

SOLD
OUT

 Volume , No. ,,,,

SOLD
OUT

SOLD
OUT

 Volume , No. ,,,,

SOLD
OUT

 Volume , No. ,,,,,

 Volume , No. ,,,,,

 Volume , No. ,,,

For a current index to all of the
articles in back issues of AFm, go
to www.archeryfocus.com or see
Vol.5, No.1 for an index through
the year 2000 and annual updates
in the first issue of each year.
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May I Introduce . . . (Continued from Page 21)

the first session I would generally find out some background
information about the archer, e.g., number of years shooting,
level of experience, average scores, an idea of a typical week’s training, etc. I would also ask about the long-term goals of the archer
and find out what they are currently doing to achieve those goals.
In terms of the psychological approach I would want to know
what kind of mental training (if any) the archer has already used,
which techniques have been effective and which ones less so. I
gather information for a “baseline assessment” via what I describe
as an ‘informal’ method, i.e., by asking the archer about various
aspects of their mental approach during practice and competition. I sometimes use a more ‘formal’ method that includes completing a simple mental skills questionnaire that covers various elements thought to be important to successful performance, e.g.,
self-confidence, motivation, anxiety, concentration skills, relaxation skills. I also use an archery-specific profile to give the archer
a visual sense of perceived current abilities and continued
progress; I will discuss this in my next article.
After the first session, we would work on the archer’s mental
training programme established during the “needs assessment”
phase as outlined above. I generally suggest that we work for a
minimum of six sessions and then the schedule is dependent,
again, on the needs of the archer.

for the archer (tangible goals) each and every day in training and
competition, instead of a way of thinking that can put pressure
on an archer and allow him/her to focus too far in the future to
be productive at that moment in time.
Some archers think and act a certain way because they were
told to or because they think they should, but a “one rule fits all”
approach can lead to negative stress and perceived pressure. For
example, “I want to win” is a great goal for some archers to have
because it reflects fire in their belly and a desire to do well. If this
were the only goal of the archer, however, it can (and often is) a
destructive way of thinking because it does not direct the archer
towards how to win, what to focus on, what to think about, how
to feel, and how to act because (for most archers) you have little
sense of control in this situation. The key is to focus on what you
have to think, feel, and do in order to have control over yourself
so you can perform your best when you shoot, regardless of
whom you shoot against and regardless of any scores or positions
you want to achieve. By shooting with a more constructive frame
of mind you will inevitably be able to shoot higher scores and do
better in training and in competitions than before.

F

Finally, I would like to give you a brief insight into what working
with a Sport Psychology Consultant may involve as I know that
most of you readers will not have experienced this firsthand. A
Sport Psychology Consultant works with individual archers,
coaches, and teams. When working with individuals the sessions
can be face-to-face or over the telephone. An important aspect of
the way I work with archers is in getting to know each other so
that we are comfortable talking and the archer feels that I am
approachable.
Before the first meeting I have archers complete a consent
form which describes the element of confidentiality between us
and how the sessions will work. One full session lasts anywhere
between 30-60 minutes, most are around 50 minutes. During

I

I hope this gives you a fresh perspective on Sport Psychology and
an insight into what working with a Consultant entails. Some of
you will choose to work with a consultant; others will elect to go
down other routes. Whatever direction you choose to follow, one
message is clear—don’t leave your mental approach to chance!
Think about where you are, work out where you want to go, and
work hard on following your path towards your clear and tangible goals.

MAGNOCK

Every Nock releases
EXACTLY the same with
a LIGHTER RELEASE
than any modern nock!

®

Magnetic Nock System

INCREASE ACCURACY
THROUGH CONSISTENCY!
The Magnock Pro1 Receiver is permanently held
onto the bowstring and accomodates the two sizes of
Magnock insert nocks. The nocks fit all Uni-bushings,
Beman, A/C/C, A/C/E, Vapor, Carbon Express, Redline,
and many more!

MAGNOCK

Ask for the MAGNOCK system at your nearest Archery Dealer.

®

MADE IN USA
Aznat, LLC • Phoenix, AZ

See video proof of reduced arrow shaft flexing and
ordering information on our web site:

NEW!
Pro1 Receiver

www.magnock.com
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▲
®

NAA Corporate Sponsor

(719) 866-4733
(719) 866-4576
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TRAVELER JACKET
This sporty jacket packs into its own left
pocket for easy traveling and storage. It
is made of water repellant, 100% nylon
taffeta and has a 100% polyester half lining, vented back flap and hidden hood.
Generous fit,
sizes M, L, XL only.While quantities last!
#WAP178, $35

▲▲

▲
▲
LAPEL PIN National Archery
Association pin in red, white,
and blue on gold
#SOU20, $3

▲ ▲

FUNDAMENTALS OF RECURVE ARCHERY
This new book by Olympian Ruth Rowe offers complete
information on how to get started shooting a recurve bow.
It can be used by teachers/coaches/instructors as a reference on the details of shooting technique as well.
Fundamentals of Recurve Archery includes step-by-step
photographs illustrating all aspects of good form.
#PUB02, $15

NEW! NEW! NEW!
2002-2003
FITA RULE BOOK
The complete, updated Constitution
and Rules book from FITA has been
released in a convenient, 5X7, 3-ring
binder. The binder allows for future
changes to be slipped into place
without the purchase of an entire
new book. To preview this book, visit
the FITA web site-www.archery.org.
#PUB09, $20

®

NAA Corporate Sponsor
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Archery Focus and the National Archery
Association have granted this column space to us
in order to present the ideas, suggestions, and
wisdom of other active archery instructors to
you. These instructors have solved many challenges and are actively making a living conducting classes and training other basic instructors.
You’ll learn how to market yourself, how to work
with different types of student groups, how
much to charge, the types of equipment that
works best, and how to advance your own certification and training.

The overall goals of the NADA organization
include:
• Increasing the number of certified instructors
within national and state scholastic and youth
recreation organizations,
• Creating greater general public awareness for
archery which will result in greater program
opportunities for first-time archers,
• Increasing the number and diversity of recreational organization chapters offering archery
programs to their members,
• Increasing availability of archery equipment to
be used temporarily during introductory programs,

a r c h e r y
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Hosted by Doug Engh

Over 15,000 basic archery instructors have been
trained and certified to teach since 1985 by a
successful NAA Level 1 program coordinated by
Lloyd Brown of Easton Sports Development
Foundation. These instructors have introduced
archery to over 6 million youngsters. The
instructor certification program was developed
by the Coaches Development Committee of the
NAA.
The National Alliance for the Development
of Archery (NADA), a non-profit organization
co-founded by Lloyd Brown (as a volunteer) and
me, has recently taken over this program on
behalf of the NAA—which includes annually
certifying nearly 3,000 new Level 1 and Level 2
archery instructors in summer camps and elsewhere. I am proud to be the President/CEO of
this organization. NADA matches up course
instructors with host training sites, and provides
NAA Level 1 or Level 2 course materials and, if
needed, provides archery equipment to be used
during each certification course. NADA also has
developed relationships with a number of
archery manufacturers and mail order companies to provide new equipment for sale to camps,
youth groups, and other organizations who have
certified archery instructors. In addition, NADA
provides complete, inexpensive bow boxes for
rent to those programs or to instructors who
don’t have their own equipment.
For instructors who actively free-lance
teaching and coaching archery, we have devel-

oped a NADA membership program which
includes professional/personal liability insurance
coverage, discounts on equipment purchases,
and the ability to sell equipment to their customers while earning NADA cash commissions.
NADA’s insurance differs from NAA/NFAA/
ASA or any other club insurance in that it directly protects the NAA-certified instructor away
from their club site, and pays for legal defense
should a claim ever be filed.
By focusing on certified archery instructors
as the key people who introduce newcomers to
the sport, NADA provides for the first time all
three key ingredients to develop new instructors
and support existing instructors—NAA instructor certification course materials, instructor liability insurance through NADA membership,
and access to archery equipment through loan
and rental equipment and equipment sales.
Through its database of over 4,000 NAAcertified instructors, NADA is increasingly being
called upon by recreational program directors to
provide technical assistance in the formation of
new archery programs and ranges, to assist in
filling part-time/seasonal job positions for
instructors, and to assist in other services and
referrals for new or budding archery programs. If
you are certified through the NAA, you are part
of the database. Please keep us current on your
address whenever you move.

Coaching Archery

Discover Archery

• Increasing the number and quality of archery ranges by
producing and distributing archery range design booklets which include basic instruction and information
on available archery programs,
• Improving communication links between existing
clubs and shooting ranges with newcomers to the
sport.
You will find us here in every issue of AFm as we continue to help millions of newcomers “discover archery”
through their local instructors. For information on joining NADA, check out our website, www.discoverarchery.org or email us at NADAemail@aol.com.

Join
the
NAA
Today!

with NADA,

instructors

are well equipped!
• Exclusive source for NAA Level 1
and Level 2 Instructor Certification
course materials,
• Archery equipment rentals for your
start-up programs,
• Convenient source for low-cost
program equipment sales,
• Assistance in locating certified
instructors for your local programs,
• NADA membership that provides
vital instructor professional/personal
insurance coverage.

Newberry, Florida (352) 332-9984
nadaemail@aol.com www.discoverarchery.org
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®

NAA Corporate Sponsor

NATIONAL ARCHERY ASSOCIATION
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
S New

S Renewal

(Specify Type of Membership)

S Family Membership $65

S Adult $40

S Adult + Adult Add-On $50

S Family Membership (3 Years) $175

S Adult (3 Years) $110

S Adult + Adult Add-On (3 Years) $140

S Collegiate $20

S Youth Add-On ($10 for each additional youth)

S Youth $20

S Archery Focus Magazine Subscription $16 (For College and Youth Members Only)
NOTE TO FOREIGN MEMBERS—PLEASE ADD $20 TO COVER INTERNATIONAL POSTAGE FEES

Member Name
Street Address
City

State

Home Telephone (
Fax Number (

)
)

–

Zip Code

Office Telephone (

–

)

Date of Birth

/
(month)

Social Security Number

–

Primary Archery Discipline: S Recurve

–

–
/

(day)

(year)

EMAIL:

S Compound

S Other (

Add-On:

)
DOB

/
(month)

DOB

/
(month)

DOB

/

/

DOB

(year)

/
(day)

/
(month)

(year)

(day)

(month)

Credit Card:

/

/

DOB

(year)

(day)

(month)

Amount Enclosed: $

/
(day)

(year)

/
(day)

(year)

or please charge my credit card (below)

S VISA

S MasterCard

S American Express

Card Number:

Expires:

S Discover
/

Signature:
Adult Members: I understand that $5.00 of my membership will contribute to a one-year subscription to the NAA newsletter, “Nock-Nock”.

Signature:

Return to: National Archery Association
One Olympic Plaza
Colorado Springs, CO 80909
®

NAA Corporate Sponsor

or
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Ty Pelfrey

The Sheep Hunters

Bowhunting

S

Seven hunters crouch beneath a star studded sky.
Brown basalt boulders serve as their hunting blinds.
The hunters are tired from the long walk and their
eyes strain against the desert darkness. The hunt
started several hours ago when the full moon was in
the sky, but now it is dark. They had only been in
place for a few minutes when the echoes of clattering
hooves split the silence. Sheep were entering the
canyon.
The rumblings of hunger from the hunter’s
stomachs gave way to adrenalin-spiked anticipation.
The animals ran down the canyon, chased by a cool
desert breeze. The men remained stealthily silent,
shivering.
Shoshone arrows pointed toward the narrow,
hoof worn path. The sheep, racing the sunrise, were
pulled into the arroyo by thirst – water. The desert
depression hid pockets of water under a thin veil of
light colored sand. A little digging would unveil the
water so necessary for life. The lowest part
of the arroyo touched the upper part of the
desert’s water table.
The first of the nine horned animals
careened around a large boulder midway
into the mile long canyon. The large ram
didn’t hear the arrow leave the hunter’s
string. The arrow flexed and wrapped
around the bow’s handle. The feathered
shaft headed for the ram’s sternum and
completely disappeared. The obsidian
tipped shaft severed the animal’s trachea,
cut through the animal’s left lung and
diaphragm before lodging in the pelvis.
a r c h e r y
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The ram slammed into the hunter’s rock blind and
died. The hunter nocked another arrow and let fly
as the slaughter and clatter of hooves continued.
Three archers, concealed midway up the canyon
wall, were casting arrows into the confused mass of
sheep flesh. A large pregnant ewe was impaled
behind the right shoulder, and a young ram skidded
to a final stop with two arrows protruding from his
back. But the most effective shots were those taken by
archers stationed just above ground level.
At only two arrow lengths from their targets the
experienced archers had a difficult time missing.
Arrows pierced sheepskin, soon to be human clothing
and shelter. A middle-aged hunter had his bow at
full draw when the last animal of the small herd
passed. The arrow barely cleared the bow before it
cracked the sheep’s rib, exited, and shattered against
a boulder. The sheep tripped over a fallen ewe and
tried to regain it’s footing. An arrow from the oppo-

f o c u s

Thousands of drawings are
scattered across the boulders
and cliff facings of several
remote desert drainages. Here
at the bottom of the Great
Basin ancient peoples survived on desert provisions
and the big game animals of
the region which included
antelope, deer, and sheep.
The ancient hunters had
wielded spears, atlatls, and
finally the more efficient bow
and arrow. The people left
their marks on the patinated
surfaces of desert boulders
and the environment. The
light colored images are a
result of removing the dark
surface of the basalt boulders.
The images are generally believed to be a form of
hunting magic. One can only imagine the ancient people
of the region, several thousand years ago, pecking away
at the smooth, water worn boulders and cliff faces in an
attempt to insure a successful hunt. The advent of the
bow and arrow made killing so successful that the
ancient desert people nearly exterminated their main big
game source—the desert big horn sheep. Of course,
hunting in prehistoric times was dictated by need and
regulated by hunger, not scientific studies.
Many of the images reveal the weapons of the
hunters. Carvings of atlatls and bows are prevalent.
Pecked rocks show impaled animals and hunting scenes.
Abstract designs adorn numerous boulders; their varied

site side of the canyon ended the
sheep’s struggle. The hunt continued.
A small bewildered sheep
turned in panicked circles confused by the strange human
sounds and whizzing arrows. A
young hunter ended the animal’s indecision with a lethal
heart shot.
The morning sun eased
over the rim of the desert canyon
illuminating the scene. The copper skinned hunters crept from
behind their concealments. An
older man, wearing an antelope
skin, turned his attention to the
canyon wall. He raised his
hands casting his shadow over
the numerous pecked figures. The Shaman uttered a small
prayer of thanks and then looked into the canyon below him.
Six archers, and their shaman, had cast their arrows in
the cool morning of the Coso Mountain Range. The desert
sand had turned crimson before them. The clatter of hooves
had ceased. The butchering began. The people would be fed,
and the cycle of life – and death – continued under the fading stars and rising sun.

L

Located in Southern California within the boundaries of
a Naval Weapons Center is one of the most astonishing
collections of petroglyphs in the Northern Hemisphere.
Hidden away in the desert canyons are the pecked
images of desert bighorn sheep, deer, abstract figures, and
the carvings of phallic hunters pursuing game.

Continued on the Next Page
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Continued From the Previous Page
The Author’s Wife, Teresa, on the rim of Renegade Canyon (immediately below) accompanied by another image of her in the depths of the
ancient waterway and hunting ground (right).

configurations leave the viewer
to speculate on the significance
of the symbols. These ancient
Kodaks allow modern archers to
imagine the ancient hunt.
Access to the ancient petroglyphs
in Inyo County, California is
limited because of its location on
a military bombing range. For
further information contact the
Maturango Museum in Ridgecrest, California.
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Those primitive hunters are not so far removed from the bowhunters of today. Doesn’t each of us want to leave our mark, something that says “I was
here.” And who of us hasn’t dreamed of taking that monster buck? (They can even have 31 points in your dreams.)

Ty Pelfrey is a middle school
teacher in Northern California.
Ty is twice a National Barebow
Champion and an avid hunter.
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Equipment Review

Angie Carroll

The Forge
Lightning Strike
A Bow For All Reasons
With an ever-declining number of youngsters joining the sport, one manufacturer has made a commitment to learners to be able to truly have a bow
that can grow with their abilities and physique.
Time had come to get my nephew, Craig, his
first ‘real’ compound bow. He, like all early teens,
is growing like a weed and gets stronger each
time I see him, but he’s also left-handed, a possible problem.
I have to admit I’m short of stature and have
a similarly short draw length. Try as I might to
pretend I can choose any of the bows on offer,
when it comes down to a draw length of 26 inches or less, I find that the whole bow does
not really fit me in the same way it would
an archer with 28 – 30 inch draw. A
function of being ‘petite’ is that I am limited by my own strength and this makes
getting a bow that fits me and has a good
cast, at 45 lb or less, without it feeling
like a lump of lead in my hand, something of a problem since I started shooting.
My Blue Mountain ‘Ladyhawk’ and
its spares, that I had as a sponsored shooter in 1996, was finally letting down on
the last set of limbs from all of the bows,
so the decision on when to act was out of
our hands. I needed a new bow soon.
I’d heard about a company that
offered a way we could both get our bows
and for Craig’s bow to easily grow with
him. Forge Bows, based in Wisconsin, in
the U.S. offer a bow, with either solo cam
a r c h e r y
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or twin cam, a draw length from 22-28 inches,
using modules, the whole bow weighing less than
3 lb! Plus it’s possible to purchase a wide range of
draw weight limbs to allow Craig to learn form
and then increase his draw weight as he grows.
The arrow speed quoted by Forge Bows was
excellent and mine was ordered as soon as I’d
decided I’d have it in a camo finish with twin
cams. Four days later it arrived and, when
removed from its box, the bow was an instant
success, very little weight in the hand but there
was a feeling of being built for the purpose. I
couldn’t wait to try it out.
After just 15 minutes setting it up, it was
down to the range to see what I had. It
just looked so good and quickly rewarded
me with nock breaking groups at 20 yds.
Craig’s bow ended up being delivered
to us in a grocery bag (a long story for
another time) in it’s component pieces,
hence it was possible to really assess each
part of this bow and see what made it
tick.
The Riser
This handsome piece of machined aluminum alloy is available in iridescent
blue, red, or ‘cheetah’ as target colors, or
with Ultra camo, the option chosen. All
sharp edges are relieved to add to its
strength and reduce its weight and the
uniform finish is securely bonded onto
the metal, which makes for a very high
quality result.
A simple resolution of forces carried

f o c u s

With the majority of the
out on the riser showed the
limb movement acting this
loads imparted during the
way, the up and downwards
shot cycle were met by suitforces created on release are
ably strong parts of the CNC
equalled out and the only
machined design, the ‘weight
force left needing “an equal
removal’ machining having
and opposite force” is the horleft plenty of metal where it
izontal one, which is much
was needed.
less than the vertical action of
A balance is required
throwing the cams away from
regarding the use of metal in a
each other. This is why the
compound bow, between the
bow will help execute a perfect
(mistaken) belief that more
followthrough time after time.
mass will make the bow ‘forThe learning of good
giving’ and making it so light
form early cannot be stressed
that it uses the archer as a
enough. Whilst there are some
damper. The Forge riser came Photo showing limb angle and bend at full draw.
extremely good archers around with appalling form, they
as close as I’ve seen to having only the metal it needs.
It may seem hard to believe, but your riser changes shoot well despite their form. Poor quality form is
shape dramatically with each shot, all that energy is caused, more often than not, by starting with a bow with
thrashing about at the end of your arm, so a built in, low- a draw weight that’s too heavy and/or a draw length that’s
too long. By having an industry exclusive ‘limb upgrade’
level of energy transfer is very desirable.
The separate limb pockets are as equally well made service, it is possible to start with a very low draw weight
as the main body and the design allows for constant con- range and increase it as desired. For a nominal US$50
tact of the limb for the length of the pocket. A steel pin (plus s/h), a new set of limbs is yours and you keep both
into the pocket locates each limb. The design of these sets. The weight range is 20–30 lb to 50–60 lb, in 10 lb
pockets, pivoting on the body of the riser as they do, increments.
means both sides of pocket locate laterally and add to the
Continued on the Next Page
feel of the bow being made as one piece.
The limb bolts locate into a high tensile steel bar,
held captive in the riser body, resulting in the load
imposed by the pull of the limbs being well distributed,
again the shot is smoother.
The handgrips are slim wooden guides; a flap of
slightly padded vinyl covers the riser body under each
side and is carried across the metal, making the bow settle into the hand very comfortably. This design helps
eliminate torque, promoting a very comfortable open
handgrip.
The Limbs
These pressure cured carbon/glass limbs are of a recurve
design and are quite elaborately shaped, with an excellent
quality of manufacture being evident. The bonding of
the cosmetic finish to the limb matrix was also first class.
The accuracy of the drilling of the limbs is as with
the rest of the bow, the limb pocket assembly ‘clicks’ into
place, whilst the eccentrics fit perfectly with no washers
needed, both cams being a clearance fit in either limb.
When first viewed the shaping of the limbs appeared
to be solely to enhance the look of the bow, however
when drawn a different story emerges. The horizontal
bending action is very small, as can be seen by the minimal movement of the cable guard slider; the vertical
bending is quite considerable, producing a ‘cupid’ bow
shape at full draw (see photo).
a r c h e r y
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Draw length is adjustable by modules, from 22 to 28
inches, each one having a quite ‘hard’ cam profile and,
when coupled with the length of the hatchet, make for a
fast string return rate. Interim lengths can be taken care
of by twisting the string to reduce the draw by up to 1⁄2
inch. The string and buss cables are made from the excellent BCY Formula 8125, with attractive serving in the
same companies #62 braid, a combination that, once the
initial stretch had been pulled out, adds to the speed of
the bow.
The manufacturer’s quoted highest IBO arrow speed
of 290 fps is achieved with 26-inch modules and a 41 lb
bow weight, this speed was replicated in tests we carried
out. With the bow tuned into the sweet spot it was possible to shoot a 26 inch, 289 grain arrow into groups of
less than 2 inches at 65 yds, using pins and an 8 inch staContinued from Previous Page biliser. All set off by a solid graphite cable guard, the bare
A young archer bow weighs in at 2 lbs 10 oz, a weight in the hand that
can start with good is easy for a learner to cope with and take time aiming,
form, shoot short dis- helping develop good form.
tances well, develop a mental sight picture, etc, all the things Shooting
the rest of us have had to change as The bow gives good feedback when drawing up, settles
we settled into a bow weight we could easily into the valley, is rock steady at anchor and has a
shoot accurately. By starting with a low very smooth followthrough. The speed of the bow is not
poundage set of limbs, new archers get used felt as a surprise, more a completion action.
to the effect of the release and acquire the
With a low brace height, the most is made of the
muscle memory/brain coordination required smaller draw lengths the bow was designed for, making
for consistent shot execution. When the limb the force draw curve as long as possible, again this feels
adjustment bolts bottom out, you can send for a heavier correct and makes the bow feel stable thru the shot. The
set that will give a reward for the time spent learning to low bracing height and reflex design of the riser would
handle a bow.
lead you to expect a bow that has a
harsh shot, this is not the case with this
Cams
design; it’s simply crisp.
The cams, following the now classic
Shooting Carbon Xtreme 2050
‘hatchet cam’ design, pivot on stainless
arrows, weighing 260 grains, at 41 lb
steel axles. The draw curve is steep, flat
and 26 inches long, it was possible to
and long, then it falls into a very
set a five pin sight with just 1 inch
sweet, rock steady valley. Letting down
span covering the 20 to 65 yds pins.
reveals just how steep the tail end of
Intermediate distances were all able to
the force/draw curve is. The 70%
be shot by keeping the pin just
letoff is measured not calculated, as is
under/over the spot, very useful and
so often the case.
effective.
a r c h e r y
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Contact the Forge Bow
The bow requires you
Company, Inc. through
to sort your hand grip out
their internet web site
and learn it, this took me a
while, however Craig was
www.Forgebow.com for your
given his bow and quickly
nearest stockist.
had his hand sliding into
the same position each
time, so perhaps it’s personal preference.
Considering I’ve shot
freestyle for the last five
years, with attendant long
rod, etc., the feel of the bow
with only an eight-inch stabiliser was remarkably steady and came as a pleasant surAngie Carroll is an active archer living in the West
prise.
the
NFAA!
ofJoin
England,
saving
September each year for an archery
Craig had never shot a bow before and it took him
vacation
in
the
USA.
Enjoy
these
Exciting
Benefits
only half an hour to be able to shoot at 30 yds and have
all arrows scoring, using a pin sight and release aid. It was
National, Sectional, State and Club Tournaments
unfortunate that it was such a cold, wet day, for him to
Certified Instructor Programs
start archery; we had to abandon the afternoon when a
Club and Pro Shop Insurance
snowstorm struck, leaving all of us running to find our
Indoor/Outdoor Leagues
way home. England is like that.
Professional Archery
However Craig was smiling from ear to ear and was
Subscription to Archery Magazine included
an instant convert.
Complete the application and join today!

Conclusion
Name
All in all the Forge Lightning Strike is a very sweet shooting bow that is light in the hand, stable to aim, andAddress
fast
for the low poundages that most learners require. Whilst
City
speed is not all, as we’ve all found out at some point, it
Zip
does give the archer a reasonable set of sight marksState
for
them to learn with.
Phone
With the ability to increase the draw length
One year Individual membership $45.00
over such a wide span there will be many who
Family membership $65.00
learn with this bow and never grow out of it. Add
Junior membership (under 18) $35.00
the facility to upgrade the limbs for an extremely
Visa and MasterCard accepted
reasonable cost and the bow really does become a
bow for all reasons.
CC#

exp date
Call Toll Free 800-811-2331
National Field Archery Association
31407 Outer I-10
Redlands, CA 92373

Specifications
Draw Weights 20-30#, 30-40#, 40-50#, 50-60#
Draw Lengths 22˝–28˝ in 1⁄2˝ increments
Let Off 70%
Brace Height 57⁄8˝
Riser Machined Aluminum
Finish Camo (Target colors available at $80 extra)
Grip Two Piece
Limbs Compression Moulded Carbon Glass
String Length 48˝
Cable Length 351⁄4˝
Speed 290 fps@26˝
Length(Axle to Axle) 331⁄2˝
Price (in Camo) US$320
a r c h e r y
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Cécile Lafaurie

A Traditional Form of Archery . . .
Photo 3

The practice of archery was adapted from what it 1 a typical Beursault practice area. The butts have
was in the Middle-Ages to one of the oldest modern a roof so that archers can shoot with shelter.
Olympic sports. As well as a large number of archers From the shooting trace (place where the archer
around the world, French archers do indoor, field, stands) to the opposite butt, the length is 50 m
(54.7 yd). The master butt is usually against the
campaign, hunting, and 3-D archery.
But archery, in France, is also influenced by his- house where archers can rest. The house is usualtory. Some of today’s archery forms were founded in ly a place of gathering for the archers and there,
times when archers were honored during games in you can find trophies, decorated target cards, and
which the winner was proclaimed “king” of the conveniences. No archer is allowed to enter with
archers of the city, the best archer. He was exempted a bow ready to use unless he asks for the permisfrom paying taxes for one year and had to challenge sion to do so. If the answer is no he must remove
the string from his bow before he comes in.
for his title the following year.
The guards are vertical boards of wood that
Some of those traditions are still alive.
Unfortunately the new “kings” are not exempted prevent any arrow from flying outside the pracfrom paying taxes but they win the respect of all the tice area. Thus, people can walk along the path of
the knights without any risk. No one, except the
other archers.
king himself, can walk on
May I describe to you
the path of the king, and
one of those living tradiAttack Butt
surely not while somebody
tions?
shoots.
Shooting Trace
However, there is an
The one I chose has the
exception to the rule. The
name of Beursault. This
young archers are allowed
word recalls both the art of
to stand on the path of the
archery but also a way of
king because they simply
shooting that is typical in
shoot from shorter ranges.
France. But, it could
Guards
spread to other parts of the
world as well, as it is a very
interesting way of doing
our most preferred sport.
Beursault is both a
special building only dediShooting Trace
cated to archery and also a
behavior while doing
Master Butt
archery. As a discipline, it
is between field and indoor
House
archery.
Concerning the buildFig. 2
Fig. 1
ing, you may see in Figure
Path of the King

Path of the Knights

Traditional Archery

From France

a r c h e r y
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Photo 2

ed with a set of strictly identical
arrows.
As for the first type of competitions, they are ruled by the
French Federation of Archery (FFTA). They consist of 20
back and forth shots (20 “haltes” as said in French), which
means that 40 arrows are shot. The competition lasts two
or three days, rarely more. The company of archers organizing it manages a large number of archers who shoot in
little groups. When a group finishes its turn, another may
take its place. So according to the facilities, the company
plans the group’s turns over several days. Regional qualification can be achieved and also national qualification. The
regional and French championships of Beursault take
place once a year.
Before any round of competition starts, four arrows
are shot for setting one’s sight (two back and forth shots).
Before aiming the first arrow, the archers are invited to say
aloud: “Archers, I salute you” or simply “Salutation.” More
than a respectful mark of politeness, it signals that an
archer is going to shoot. Many French archers continue to
use the salutation during training and other modern competitions before their first shot. At the end of the turn (40
shots), archers are allowed to make the salutation of the
butts by shooting two more arrows (one to each butt).
These arrows don’t count in the total of points.
As for the points, you are surely curious to know how
the scores are kept. As you can see in Photo 3, the
Beursault card is very different from the FITA faces. The
scores that make someone win a competition are the following:
1. Highest number of “Honneurs” (honors),
2. If a tie, then the highest score of points,
3. If still tied, then highest number of “Chapelets” (no
equivalent in English),
4. If still tied, then highest number of “Noirs” (black
spots).
Figure 3 shows in detail where the different areas
named above are located. Honors are all the arrows with
impacts in the card. An arrow with only the slightest contact with the outer ring gives no
Photo 1
honor to the archer. Every ring
reached counts for the lower area
or point. For example, the outer
ring of the “chapelet” when
crossed does not count as a
“chapelet.” Moreover, only a 2 is
scored. All rules have their exception, so it is not the same for the
“noirs” (black spots); if the black
spot is reached, even if the arrow

Many practice areas have double butts as shown in Figure 2.
The photos included show the
double Beursault practice area of
l’Haÿ-les-Roses, a city near Paris. An archer is shooting
from the attack butt in Photo 1 while another archer
walks along the path of the knights to the master butt.
As you can see, at l’Haÿ, the path is roofed allowing more
comfort if the weather is bad.
Photo 2 shows another archer, this time shooting
from the master butt. Photo 3 shows the master butt
itself with arrows in it. You may notice that there is a
mirror over the upper right hand corner of the butt. It is
useful for archers who come from the other butt; they
can check with a simple glimpse whether somebody is
shooting or not.
Photo 4 displays approxPhoto 4
imately what an archer
can see from the shooting trace of the master
butt. You will notice
that the Beursault practice area of l’Haÿ is in
the city itself. With this
sort of “semi-field”
archery, archers can
shoot within a city. Paris
has its own Beursault
practice area, as well as
many cities or villages
particularly around Paris
and in the north of
France where Beursault is more developed than in any
other parts of France.

N

Now that you have a full description of the building, we
will explore the rules of Beursault shooting. There are two
different competitions that may be done. One thing is
common to both competitions, an archer shoots only one
arrow at a time and then goes to the opposite butt using
the path of the knights. There, he
waits until all the archers of his
group (usually 4 to 6 archers)
shoot their own arrows. Points are
recorded and each archer, in turn,
pulls his arrow from the butt and
shoots to the opposite butt, and so
on until the competition is finished. Shooting the same arrow
comes from an ancient tradition,
when it was difficult to be provida r c h e r y
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hits the ring separating
the 3 point zone from
Chapelet
the 4 point zone, the
arrow counts as a 4,
a “chapelet” and a
Noir
“noir”. See Figure
3
4 for the details
2
2
1
3
3
1
concerning the
3
counting of points
and the size of the
main rings.
As for examples
of performances, men
Honneurs
who use classic bows
Fig. 3
should score, at least, 40
honors and 12 “chapelets” or 39
honors and 15 “chapelets” to be qualified for the French
championship. Men who use compound bows should
score at least 40 honors and 20 “chapelets.” Women who
use classic bows should score at least 39 honors and
women who use compound bows should score 40 honors
or 39 honors and 15 “chapelets.”
The rules may seem a little more complicated than
FITA rules, but I don’t think it is a drawback. It is just part
of the Beursault.
Another detail to point out is that the center of the
Beursault card is placed at 1.10 m (3.6 ft) above the
ground. The reason why the height is 1.10 m dates back
to the Middle-Ages. At that time, archers were trained by
shooting with the sun at their backs then with the sun in
front of them (back and forth) and they had to aim at a
target placed 1.10 m above the ground, the height of the
defect in the armor of a walking opponent.

Returning to living traditions, there is a second type of
competition. They are ruled by some archery clubs that are
called companies (coming from the term used to define a
military troop); it is called a general price. Usually, the
competitions have 30 back and forth shots, thus 60 shots.
They may last several weeks. Typically, a day of the week is
allocatted to the archers in the competition. Results are
given at the end of the chosen period. Every archer tries to
win the prize of the “noir” (black spot). A little card
including only the “chapelet” and called the “marmot” (no
equivalent in English, except maybe that of “kid” meaning
a child) is placed in the middle of the card. If an archer
does a very good shot, that is to say a “noir,” the little card
(the “marmot”) is removed with the arrow in it. It is given
to the archer who must say: “Merci, Chevalier.” (Thank
you, Knight.) Then the “marmot” on which the archer’s
name is written will be compared with the others collected until the end of the competition. Each archer may have
several “marmots.” Several archers may win, one for each
type of bow, for example, classic bows, compound bows,
and bare bows. The rule is defined by the company. The
archer using that one type of bow and who has the closest
impact to the center figured by the crossed lines wins the
prize. Generally, there is also a special prize in which the
best score (as explained above) is rewarded.

I

3 (chapelet & honor)
3s are also called "douleurs" (pains)
0 (no honor)
1 (honor)
2 (honor)

Arrow Impact

4 (noir & chapelet & honor)

Fig. 4 The diameter of the Noir ring is 4.2 cm (1.65 in), of the Chapelet
ring 14.5 cm (5.7 in) and of the outer ring 48 cm (18.9 in).
a r c h e r y
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I enjoy Beursault competitions greatly because they are
impregnated with respect, courtesy, and serenity. Archers
are no longer opponents, they are a big family gathered
in the Beursault to honor the art of archery.

Cécile Lafaurie is a
member of Les Archers du
Grand Veneur, company of
archers of Soisy-sur-Seine
(approximately 30 km from
Paris). Founded in 1979, the first field of the company was in the gardens
of the castle of the Grand Veneur, home of the master of hunting of the king
Louis XV. The field was closed in 1982 and re-established near the banks of
the Seine (the river that flows through Paris).
Our little company gathers 32 members from 13 to 78 years old. Three
members shoot compound bows, one shoots a long bow, the others have classic bows. The activities done are: 18 m indoor archery and field archery
(from 25 m to 90 m). A quarter of the archers are competitors who do 2x18
m indoor, 2x70m FITA, 50m+30m federal competitions, and, of course,
50m Beursault competitions.
On Saturday the closest to the 20th of January, we shoot in the honor of
St. Sebastien. Every year at spring, we do “l’Abbat l’Oiseau” (bird shooting),
a game at the end of which two Kings are proclaimed an archer using a
compound bow and another using a classic or a long bow. During the
spring, we also organize a FITA (2x70m) competition. A Beursault practice area and a house will be built in the near future.
Salutation, archers!
f o c u s

Tuning for Beginners (Continued from Page 17)

can also try shooing a smaller
vane or fletching. If none of
these work, you might try moving the plunger slightly out from
the bow.

cushion plunger tension, decreasing the bow weight, or
reducing the arrow point weight. Remember these suggestions are for the right–handed archer, for the lefthanded archer it is opposite.
Minnowing, is a fairly new term. It is a slight swing
side to side, similar to fishtailing, but more miniscule.
This is usually caused by the rear of the arrow contacting
the arrow rest. Initially fishtailing and minnowing look
the same, but minnowing can be seen more at shorter
distances, for example, you find that at the longer distances (90 or 70 meters) your grouping patterns are
good, but these patterns start to fail at the shorter distances (50 or 30 meters). This could be caused by minnowing.
Here are a few fixes for minnowing. First check that
the fletching is not making contact with the arrow rest, if
there is contact, and then rotate the nock just a little.
Another thing to check would be to make sure the arrow
rest arm does not protrude outside of the arrow shaft
when the arrow is resting on the plunger (see photo). You

Now that we have gone through
some of the more detailed areas
of tuning, look for the next article that will finish this tuning
series by examining the various
types of bow-arrow tuning Your rest should not stick out
past the edge of a nocked
methods.
arrow like this!
Good Shooting!

Jennifer Furrow-Fonua is one
of Archery Focus magazine’s
most prolific authors. Jennifer
writes on all things recurve,
having shot one for many
years. Jennifer currently lives
in Salt Lake City.
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with Cynthia Lovold
“Out Of The Mouths Of Babes #@%&?”

Archery Etiquette

Dear Cynthia,
I have a student that comes across as condescending to other kids he is shooting with. He
will say “Good shooting” in a very sarcastic tone,
when one is clearly having a bad day. How can I
help this young man see the light?
Baffled in Buffalo
Dear Baffled,
A wise, old archery coach I know teaches a simple rule to his kids when coaching. He tells them,
“There are only two things to say when you are
shooting, whether it’s practice or competition:
‘Nice shooting!’ (minus the sarcasm!) and
‘Thank you.’” Whether we realize it or not, kids
look to adults for the “standard” of behavior. I
think it would be a good thing to pull this kid
aside, and explain that not only is he criticizing,
but making the game worse for whoever might

Dear Exasperated,
As stated above, explain the “Good Shooting” or
“Thank You” rule.
There are many things we don’t want our
kids to miss out on, however, in guiding them to
turn out as respectable adults, they may have to
miss out on something as a consequence of their
behavior. Gently remind your daughter, before
the next shoot, that there will be no trash talk, or
you will leave. Period. You will find out very
quickly if her love of archery exceeds her love of
bantering with other competitors. My kids have
had to miss an occasional birthday party or
something of the like, due to not meeting expected behavior. It usually only takes one time, and
remind her that it is her choice, not yours. “If
you exhibit this behavior, we will stay. If you
exhibit that behavior, we will go . . . it is your
choice.”
If you hear “But she started it!” remind her
that two wrongs don’t make a right, not to men-

 eries lucidating the iner oints of rchery iquette
be in his cross-hairs that day. How would he feel
if those words were spoken to him when he was
having a bad day?
A line of a song called “Words” says, “Like a
burning arrow, shooting through the dark, words
are piercing when they hit their mark.” We
remember what people say lonnnnnng after it
has been said.
The cause of the criticism may go way
beyond a kid just being a brat, so explaining this
to him in an encouraging way, will help him not
only respect his peers but his “elders” as well.
And if he can’t do that, then just remember what
everyone’s granny used to say: “If you can’t say
nothin’ good, don’t say nothin’ at all!”
Take Out the Trash!
Dear Cynthia,
I took my daughter to her first big shoot and,
much to my surprise, she started “talking trash”
with other competitors within the first few ends.
I tried to explain that this was inappropriate, but
she continued to do it. I don’t want to cut her off
from archery. What should I do?
Sincerely,
Exasperated in Exeter
a r c h e r y
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tion that it is poor sportsmanship, getting
dragged into verbal exchanges that throw one’s
game off. (It is not beneficial to her either!) I
think that holding this standard up to your
daughter will remedy the situation quickly!
Here Come the Judge!
Dear Cynthia,
How should I thank the judges at NAA shoots?
Should I tip them?
Confused in Canton
Dear Confused,
NAA judges receive very little along the way, as it
is a volunteer position. A very heartfelt thank
you at the end of a shoot is appreciated or even a
handwritten note sent afterward is always appropriate.
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Speed
without
the KICK!

The new Mathews Legacy represents
a decade of technological innovations...
with two more advancements!
• New String
Suppressors

TM

• New Roller
Guard cable
restraint
Harmonic Dampers removable and
interchangeable

We pioneered
Parallel Limb
technology

Roller
Guard

Mathews Legacy
StraightLine
MaxCam™

Ball-bearing Idler
Wheel
Premium Bowstring

The 3-D Hunter
was typical of
bow limb design
prior to the
Signature.

String Suppressor™

S

tring Suppressors™ stop
the “ringing” vibration

String SuppressorsT M stifle long term
“ringing” vibration (which is driven by
the bowstring) at its source – the limb and string.
String Suppression works synergistically with Harmonic
Damping, Perimeter Weighting and the Parallel Limbs to
virtually eliminate overall recoil vibration, resulting in
the smoothest
shooting bow you’ve ever shot!

R

oller Guard eliminates
unwanted friction

The traditional cable guard keeps
cables out of the way by forcing them
to slide along a rod. This sliding results
in unwanted friction. The new Mathews
Roller Guard keeps cables away by rolling
them through a pair of machined wheels.

Bottom line…

3-D Hunter
’94

Signature
'96

Conquest
'97

MQ1
'98

Q2
'00

Mathews
Legacy
'02

e are the pioneer of Parallel Limb
technology!

W

A long riser with short, more parallel limbs is an innovation
first introduced by Mathews in 1996. Shorter limbs dampen
quicker and as limbs approach parallel, their inherent vibration tends
to be cancelled out.
The new Mathews Legacy
has taken Parallel Limb
technology even
further. This means
even more vibration
cancellation. And,

this will be the smoothest shooting bow
you’ve
ever shot (Don’t buy another bow before shooting the Mathews
Legacy).

919 River Road, P.O. Box 367
Sparta, Wisconsin 54656
(608) 269-2728

www.mathewsinc.com

